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Press Release 
June 2, 2023 

 

HKS will exhibit two HKS concept cars at "TOKYO AUTO SALON KUALA LUMPUR 
2023" held for the first time in Malaysia, and carry out a special project to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of its founding. 

 

HKS Co., Ltd. (Headquarters: Fujinomiya, Shizuoka, President: Daisuke Mizuguchi) will exhibit two HKS concept cars, 

the HKS GR SUPRA AERO (a Grand Prix vehicle at the TOKYO AUTO SALON) and the HKS Driving Performer GR86 

TYPE-R at the TOKYO AUTO SALON KUALA LUMPUR 2023 held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from June 9th (Friday) to 

11th (Sunday), 2023.  

The "HKS GR SUPRA AERO" is the first generation AERO concept car with a racing style body inherited from HKS's 

successive time attack machines. "HKS Driving Performer GR86 TYPE-R" is a concept car that pursues our 

unchanging desire to "continue making fun cars" based on the technology we have cultivated over half a century 

since our founding as a total tuning manufacturer. 

We are celebrating the 50th anniversary of our company's founding, and at this stage where TOKYO AUTO SALON, 

which leads the tuning culture in Japan, is taking another big step forward, we would like to thank you for your 

support, and we hope that you will continue to share this thought in the future. We deliver this special concept 

car to HKS fans. 

 

 

 
HKS GR SUPRA AERO 

 
HKS Driving Performer GR86 TYPE-R 

 

Since its founding in 1973, HKS Co., Ltd. has been providing high-performance parts such as engine parts, turbos, 

mufflers, suspensions, air cleaners, and electronic control parts in the automotive aftermarket field as a leading 

company that has built a culture of tuning. 

https://www.hks-power.co.jp/en/index.html
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The "Tokyo Auto Salon" began as the "Exciting Car Show" in 1983, and has attracted the attention of the domestic 

and international automobile industry, car enthusiasts, and distributors. This time, as an auto salon, the event will 

be held for the first time in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, as the third event in the country following Thailand Bangkok, 

and Singapore, and the organizer MUSE Group and the Tokyo Auto Salon Secretariat are collaborating. 

 

TOKYO AUTO SALON KUALA LUMPUR 2023 
Event Name: TOKYO AUTO SALON KUALA LUMPUR 2023 

Period: from Jun 9 to June 11, 2023 

Venue: Malaysia International Trade and Exhibition Centre (MITEC) 

KL Metropolis, 8, Jalan Dutamas 2, 50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Organizer: Muse Group Asia 

WEB: www.tokyoautosalonkl.com 

 

 

HKS Complete Car exhibited at "TOKYO AUTO SALON KUALA LUMPUR 2023" 
 

1. HKS GR SUPRA AERO 

Tokyo International Custom Car Contest 2020 at TOKYO AUTO SALON 2020 Grand Prix Car 

https://www.tokyoautosalon.jp/2020/contest/grandprix.php 

Based on the 2019 GR SUPRA (DB82 B48), this is a vehicle that proposes a total tuning of the GR SUPRA by 

focusing on the main parts of street tuning such as suspension, exhaust, and control system parts with a 

wide body aero that pursues functionality. 

Sales Price: JPY 15,800,000- 

 

2. HKS Driving Performer GR86 TYPE-R 

Exhibited vehicle as a demo car at TOKYO AUTO SALON 2023 HKS 

Equipped with the GT2 SUPERCHARGER KIT and wide body aero kit (BODY KIT TYPE-R FULL KIT), this is a 

complete package vehicle unique to HKS that gives a strong impact from power to style. 

Based on the TOYOTA GR86 (ZN8) Model Year 2022 

Sales Price: JPY 12,400,00- 

 

Purchase Bonus 

To commemorate our 50th anniversary, we will present the following souvenirs to those who purchase our concept 

car above. 

Souvenir 1: Limited MODEL CAR of the concept car that has been contracted 

Souvenir 2: Commemorative photo of the concept car that has been contracted. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tokyoautosalonkl.com/
https://www.tokyoautosalon.jp/2020/contest/grandprix.php
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HKS Concept Car Sales Method 

"HKS Technical Factory Co., Ltd." will handle the sales of the HKS concept car. 

All of these vehicles are scheduled to be delivered as are in the display state at the show. 

For details on sales methods etc., please contact the following. 

Please note that cars are limited to the actual vehicle, so if there are many applicants, they will be sold by lottery. 

Order acceptance period: Until June 30, 2023 

 

Contacts: HKS Co., Ltd. Overseas Sales Department 

Contact form: https://ws.formzu.net/fgen/S22994562/ 

* Please contact us using the inquiry form above. 

 

* For domestic and overseas sales, "HKS Technical Factory Co., Ltd." will be the vehicle sales window. 

* HKS Technical Factory is a 100% owned flagship store of HKS Co., Ltd., which develops and manufactures 

automobile-related parts headquartered in Fujinomiya City, Shizuoka Prefecture. 

 

 

 

Inquiries regarding this project 
HKS Co., Ltd. 

7181 KITAYAMA, FUJINOMIYA, 

SHIZUOKA, JAPAN 418-0192 

hksoverseas@hks-power.co.jp 

https://ws.formzu.net/fgen/S22994562/
mailto:hksoverseas@hks-power.co.jp

